
Group   C   Guide

Instructions to complete notices for refusal 
of BC Hydro's alleged 'Meter Choices Program'

and alleged 'Fees' 

 
ELECTROMECHANICAL DIGITAL SMART METER

These notices / instruction guides apply to you only if you have an electromechanical or digital meter, 
not if you have a smart meter. 

• You will be creating 4 documents and mailing photocopies of them.            
You will keep the original documents you create.

• Two documents are 14 pages, one is 7 pages, and the 4th is 1 page.

• The photocopies of the 7 page and the two 14 page documents get sent 
registered mail in two envelopes.

• The 1 page document will be photocopied twice and each of the 2 photocopies
will be sent in regular size envelopes with standard postage stamps.

 IMPORTANT: Do not proceed until you are 100% certain which group   A     B   or   C  guide 
applies to you. Determine which of the three instruction guides apply to you by visiting:

www.bc-freedom.com  

METER PHOTO SOURCE:  ' BC HYDRO'S METERS – AT A GLANCE ' / FACT SHEET
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These instruction guides were designed so that after getting all the supplies listed below, people would 
have detailed instructions that keep all papers organized in envelopes. Then after getting signatures 
witnessed by 2 people, only ONE trip into town to do photocopying and then directly to the post office 
with letters sealed and ready to mail. 

 1.  Before you begin:    

You will need to go to the post office to pick up some supplies. Ask the clerk for 2 Canada Post 'domestic' 
Registered Mail label sticker sheets. You will also need:

2 standard letter size envelopes and 
2 regular postage stamps. 
5  envelopes large enough to hold 8 1/2” X 11” documents
1 red marker, a pen , a pencil, small scissors, and tape 
and an old bill from (Hydro, gas, and water) if you have them

Two of these envelopes need to go registered mail. (costs vary between $10 - $20 by region.)

                        ➔          IMPORTANT for ALL DOCUMENTS                                          

 On computer or by hand :   You can fill all documents in by hand, but it's easier to fill them in on a 
computer before printing. The guide will note the opening and closing of documents for those on computer.
(If you have no printer, you can save the filled in documents.)

 One Original Document Definition :  For all these legal documents, you need a document to keep, 
and a copy to mail. If you sign both, you have just made 2 original documents. So, after you have filled in a 
document on the computer, print it to use as THE ORIGINAL. It will later be signed, and then later you can 
make a photocopy of it to mail.

 Print double sided if you like 

 Do not seal any envelopes or use labels from the sticker sheets before instructed to do so.

There are many interconnected documents   These sequential directions require you to 
follow IN THE ORDER that they are laid out. If you miss a step, you can always start from the 
beginning to check off everything you have done up to that point. Especially don't skip directions that 
apply to the large envelopes, they are used extensively to keep EVERYTHING ORGANIZED FOR 
YOU as you go, to make this an easy process.

  2.                    Fill in the sticker sheet and envelope for BC Hydro:                                       
Put your return address on one of the 5 large envelopes, but DO NOT use your
name or postal code. (Also don't use all capitals or abbreviations.) 
Here's an example:

1234 Your Street, 
Your Town, British Columbia

Now you need to write BC Hydro's address in two places, 
(1) on the front centre of that large envelope; and
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(2) also on the top portion of one of the “Registration” sticker sheets.

(There is not much space so just do the best you can. See purple arrow above).

BRITISH COLUMBIA HYDRO AND POWER AUTHORITY
333 DUNSMUIR STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BC V6B 5R3

 3. LGIC:      
Take another large envelope, and do the same as before for your return address.
                                                        (No name, postal code, abbreviations or using all capitals) 

1234 Your Street, 
Your Town, British Columbia

Now you need the “Lieutenant Governor in Council” address in two places, 

(1) on the front centre of this large envelope; and
(2) also on the top portion of another “Registration” sticker sheet.

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL 
GOVERNMENT HOUSE 
1401 ROCKLAND AVENUE, 
VICTORIA, BC V8S 1V9

And set the sticker sheets aside for a minute.

 4.                 BC Hydro's Meter Choices Program Letters and Envelope:                                
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 Use a red marker : 

You're going to send BC Hydro's 'Meter Choices Program' letter(s) back to them. But not before you mark them 
up with red marker, and take a photocopy of your work. (other colours may do)

1. Like in the picture above, mark with red on both sides of the letter/form: 'VOID FOR DEFECT'.

2. On the envelope the letter came in write: 'REFUSAL FOR CAUSE WITHOUT DISHONOUR'.

3. When dry, put them back in Hydro's original envelope.
4. Do this again for the 2nd and 3rd letters of Hydro's 'Meter Choices Program', then put the marker away.

Take another large envelope and using just a pencil, write “TO DO” on the back of it. Then put these 2 Hydro 
choices program letters into it. 

 5.                             NOFD-BCH    Notice of Fatal Defect to BC Hydro                         

Open the document “NOFD-BCH  Notice of Fatal Defect to BC Hydro”➔

 6.  Page 1: 

Enter today's date, (It does not matter if you do not get around to sending it today), and 
Enter the Registered Mail # found on the sticker sheet for BC Hydro. 

 7.  Use your HYDRO BILL :  

ONLY use your HYDRO BILL (not notices), for the Account number and name(s).  Normally you would NOT 
write in all capitals but it is important here to write name(s) in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS as shown below.

 8.  Address :  
Don't use all capital letters, don't abbreviate words and no postal code.

 9.  Page 2––Information from COR:  

Leave the date you will be mailing these packages blank for now. Fill in the registered mail # found on the 
sticker sheet for BC Hydro.  Leave the date BC Hydro received your 'COR' blank.
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 10.  On page 2––Information from NOD:    LEAVE THIS BLANK.

 11.  On page 13––in sui juris:  

To state who you are in the private, use your Full given names without abbreviations. (DO NOT WRITE IN 
ALL CAPITALS) Given names on the first line. Family name(s) on the second line. 

NOTE: If you wish, you can include here other people in the home that are not on the BC Hydro bill. If home 
ownership changes, or someone moves, this notice can still apply for those listed here.

 12.  On page 14––Writer / Private Owner:  

Don't sign your names yet. All signatures will be done later. Enter FULL NAMES, this means ALL GIVEN names 
with the FAMILY name, (without abbreviations and not all capital letters), of everyone found on the accounts of 
your BC Hydro Bill. Do the same with the address where your BC Hydro bill is mailed to you.

 13.  Page 14––Witnesses:  

If you know the FULL names and addresses for the 2 witnesses you are going to use, enter this information the 
same way as the “writer / private owner” above, (full names, no abbreviations, not all capitals.)

 14.  PRINT:    Print the document. This will be called the original NOFD-BCH and will be copied later. 

 15.  Organizing papers:  

To begin with, write a large letter 'H' (in pencil) on the back of the envelope addressed to BC Hydro. But rather 
than place all the NOFD-BCH pages you just completed in that envelope right away, place these 14 pages on 
top of envelope H , right in front of you so you can copy the same information into the next document.
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 16.                              “COR  Claim of Right to➔  BC Hydro:                                        

Open the document “COR  Claim of Right to BC Hydro”➔ . 

 17.  On page 1:  

Everything on page 1 of the COR can be entered the same as page 1 of the NOFD-BCH.  

 18.  On page 2:    

For line 7.2 - fill in the date found on the top right corner of your 'FIRST ORIGINAL' BC Hydro meter 
exchange notice. If you threw it away, estimate that date, even if you just write the month & year. Do not use 
ANY DATE from any subsequent notices BC Hydro has mailed out to you, only use the date of that 'FIRST 
ORIGINAL' meter exchange notice.

    Page 5   of the COR can be found on page 13 of the NOFD-BCH. 

    Page 7    And the last page of both documents can be entered the same.

   Organizing papers:   Now place the NOFD-BCH inside the envelope H (that is underneath it).

  19.  PRINT the COR :   

Print the COR document. This will be called the original COR and will be photocopied later. Place all the COR 
pages in another one of the large envelopes, and in pencil on the back of the envelope write a large 'C' 

Close  the COR document if on computer. 
And close  the NOFD-BCH document if it is still open as well. 

 20.                      Open NOFD-LGIC for Lieutenant Governor in Council                                  

Open the document “NOFD-LGIC  Notice of Fatal Defect to Lieutenant Governor in Council”➔

  21 Page 1:     Enter today's date and write in the Registered Mail # found on the sticker sheet for Lieutenant

Governor in Council.

 22.  Address :    Don't use all capital letters, don't abbreviate, and no postal code.
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 23.  Page 3––item 9:  
Enter the Registered Mail # of the NOFD-BCH that you made out earlier. Don't abbreviate the date and don’t use 
all capitals. You can find this # on the sticker sheet for BC Hydro. Don't enter a “mailed date”.

 24.  Page 11––in sui juris:  

To state who you are in the private, use your Full given names without abbreviations.  Given names on the first 
line. Family name(s) on the second line. NOTE:  If you wish, you can include here other people in the home that 
are not on the BC Hydro Bill. If home ownership changes, or someone moves, this notice can still apply for those 
listed here. (Not all capitals.)

 25.     If you are a tenant:      
If your name is NOT on one or more of the bills for electric, water or gas, then you MUST check with the landlord
to see if they would be in agreement for you to add their name and account information to this NOFD-LGIC. If 
your landlord does not consent, you must leave those sections blank.

 26.  Page 13––Electrical Supplier:  

From your ELECTRICAL BILL, enter the name of the electricity supplier (e.g. BC HYDRO, FORTIS BC), the 
account number, and account name(s) EXACTLY as show on the bill. (same capitals, abbreviations, punctuation)

 27.  Page 14–Gas:  

From your GAS BILL, enter the name of the gas supplier, (e.g. FORTIS BC), the account number, and account 
name(s) EXACTLY as show on the bill, (same capitals, abbreviations, punctuation.) 
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 28.  Page 14–Water:  

From your WATER BILL, enter the name of the water supplier, (e.g. YOURTOWN), the account number, and 
account name(s) EXACTLY as show on the bill, (same capitals, abbreviations, punctuation.) 

  29.  Page 14––Writer / Private Owner:  

For those owner(s), tenant(s) and/or landlord(s), who are in agreement with this NOFD–LGIC, and 
are named on the account bills for electrical, gas or water, Enter your full names, (all given names and family 
name), without abbreviations and not all capital letters. But don't sign yet, all signatures will be done later.

 30.  Page 14––Extra address space:  
There is a second address space for tenants who have a landlord that has included his/her name above but is at a 
different address. DO NOT use abbreviations or all capital letters in the address where bills are mailed.

 31.  Page 14––Witnesses:  

If you know the  FULL names and addresses for the 2 witnesses you are going to use, enter this information the 
same way as the “writer / private owner” above, FULL names, NO abbreviations, NOT all capitals.

 32.  PRINT:  

 Print the document. This will be called the original NOFD-LGIC and will not be copied yet..
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 33.  Organizing papers:  

Write a letter 'L' (in pencil) on the back of the envelope addressed to Lieutenant Governor in Council and place 
all the NOFD-LGIC pages in that envelope. Later you will take out the last page to get signatures done.  

Close the NOFD-LGIC document if on computer.

  34.  Label standard size envelopes:  

Apply postage stamp and address one standard size envelope to:

BRITISH COLUMBIA UTILITIES COMMISSION 
SIXTH FLOOR, 900 HOWE ST, BOX 250 
VANCOUVER, BC V6Z 2N3

Do not include your name or postal code on the return address of this envelope and don't use all capitals or abbr.

To the other standard envelope, apply postage stamp, the return address, and address it to yourself. And so you 
remember not to open it write: DO NOT OPEN on the back flap. Then place them both in envelope “TO DO”

 35.                      Open CN-BCUC for BC Utilities Commission:                                               

Open the document “CN-BCUC  Confirmation Notice to BC Utilities Commission”➔

 36.  Date  :  

Enter today's date.  DO NOT abbreviate the date and don’t use all capitals. Reference # is filled in for you

Leave mailed dates blank til you know when you can make it to the post office.  
Fill in the registered mail number from your 2 label sticker sheets.

 37.  in sui juris:  

To state who you are in the private, use your Full given names without abbreviations. (DO NOT WRITE IN 
ALL CAPITALS) Given names on the first line. Family name(s) on the second line. 
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 38.  Writer / Private Owner and address:  

Enter FULL NAMES, this means ALL GIVEN names with the FAMILY name and then fill in the address where 
metered electrical, gas and or water services are received, (without abbreviations and not all capital letters).

 39.  Signatures for CN-BCUC:  

Print this 1 page CN-BCUC confirmation notice. This will be your “original CN-BCUC” document.
Sign it now. Photocopy later.

On the back of another large envelope, write “KEEP” in pencil, and  put this one page original into it.

Close the CN-BCUC document if on computer.

 40.                                METER-POSTER   Claim of Right Poster:                                        ➔

Open the document “METER-POSTER  Claim of Right Poster”➔

   41.  Address :  

Don't use all capitals or abbreviations, and 
DO NOT PUT POSTAL CODE ON THIS POSTER.

  42. Reg. Mail # and date:  
Write in the NOFD-LGIC Registered Mail # found on the sticker sheet for Lieutenant Governor in Council.
Date blank.
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43.  Signatures:  

For all those who are listed on the account bills for electrical, gas and or water; and are in agreement with the 
NOFD–LGIC, Enter the full, (all given and family), names, (without abbreviations and not all capital letters.) 
If there are more than 2, then select only 2, and have them sign.

 44.  Print Poster :  

This is the new “Claim of Right Poster” to replace your old ones.  

Print out and or photocopy enough posters to put at your electrical and or gas meter(s) and also at your front 
door. If you have a water meter that is above ground and in a location where a poster can be hung, also put one
there.

Close the “METER-POSTER” document.

 In a few days : 
A few days after mailing your NOFD-LGIC, you must go to  www.canadapost.ca  and click on the green 'VIEW 
DELIVERY CERTIFICATE'                                   for delivery date and signature. Save a copy on your computer, 
print one for your records, and enter the Received date on your poster.

The “Claim of Right Poster” was created as a NO TRESPASSING sign to alert meter installers of 
your Lawful Claim of Right over stewardship of land and over electrical code compliance. 

  45.           Signatures for COR, NOFD-BCH, NOFD-LGIC and CN-BCUC:                                 

Because of so many loose papers we will transport only the pages for signatures, so your documents remain safely 
in the large envelopes at home.

From each of the 3 envelopes 'H', 'L', and 'C', take out the last page only, (the signatures page), and put them in 
the “KEEP” envelope along with the CN-BCUC confirmation notice and maybe use a plastic bag for transport for 
protection from getting wet depending on the weather.

Find your witnesses so all signatures can be completed. Ask those witnessing your signature(s) to first fill in 
their Full names and addresses on all pages, entering their full given names and family name. They MUST use 
NO abbreviations, and proper upper and lower case letters. 
Then put all 4 pages back in the envelope for transport back home. 

When you get home, place each of the pages back in their respective envelopes, but CN-BCUC in “TO DO”. 
                                                                                    (the bottom of each page will indicate where they belong)

(1) COR in the envelope with 'C' on the back;
(2) NOFD-BCH in the envelope with 'H' on the back – (Hydro);
(3) NOFD-LGIC in the envelope with 'L' on the back – (Lieutenant Governor in Council); and
(4) Put the CN-BCUC confirmation notice in the 'TO DO' envelope.
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Now place the 2 sticker sheets in the 'TO DO' envelope. You should now have in the 5 large envelopes:

H :     NOFD-BCH
L :     NOFD-LGIC
C :     COR 
KEEP : Empty
TO DO :

• 2 sticker sheets
• The original BC Hydro 'Meter Choices Program' envelope
• The CN-BCUC confirmation notice
• The 2 standard envelopes

IMPORTANT:  Take a small pair of scissors, tape and pen to the photocopy store.

 46.                                       Go to the Photocopy Store:                                                          

  Photocopy  alleged 'Meter Choices Program' :  

Take the 'Meter Choices Program' envelopes from envelope “TO DO”.

Then for each one :
(1) photocopy: 

(a) both sides of the letter/form, (The letter/form is 
legal size 8.5" x 14" so you will have to either 
use a photocopier that can handle 14" paper or 
you can just photocopy the top and then bottom of each side using regular size paper);

(b) both sides of the green and blue fact sheet; and 
(c) the fronts of the two envelopes.

(2) Staple all photocopies together for your record.
(3) Put all of Hydro's original contents back in their envelope, so the envelope window shows no 

name. (So place the back of the self addressed envelope in front of the window so it appears blank 
as in the picture above.)

(4) Reseal the broken Hydro envelope flap (broken when opened) that BC Hydro sent you using tape, 
and put it in envelope 'H'.

(5) Put the photocopies in envelope “TO DO”.

                        This is a legal document and the “mailed dates” must be correct                           

There are still “mailed dates:” for the registered letters that need to be filled in on 2 documents. 
These are legal documents and the dates MUST be correct. So only if you have plenty of time today, should you
put today's date on them and then go directly to the post office. Otherwise put the date on them that you can be 
sure to get there. 

If you do miss the post office, you will have to make the correction on the ORIGINAL documents by 
crossing out the bad date, writing in the correct date, initial(s) by the change, photocopy it, then open up the 
large envelope, unstaple the PHOTOCOPY DOCUMENT and replace the incorrect page with the new one you 
photocopied, and then staple the PHOTOCOPY DOCUMENT together again. (for all documents necessary)
(or replace the whole document, if you photocopied the entire original document again)
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    Photocopy BCH  and COR                                                                                                                

 Decide on the “mailed date”   Now is when you must decide on when you can mail everything at the post 
office. Take the NOFD-BCH from envelope 'H' and on page 2, write in the COR “mailed date” that you are 
sure you can make it to the post office. 

Then photocopy the NOFD-BCH, and staple the original NOFD-BCH document and put it into envelope 
“KEEP”. Then staple the photocopy NOFD-BCH and put it into envelope 'H'. 

From envelope C photocopy the COR. Staple together the original COR and put it into envelope “KEEP”. 
Then staple the photocopy COR and put it into envelope 'H'.

The envelope H, addressed to BC Hydro should now have in it:
(1) the 3 BC Hydro letters/envelopes sealed back up with all their original contents; 
(2) the copy NOFD-BCH; and 
(3) the copy COR 

Now seal the envelope 'H' to “BC Hydro” closed.

   Photocopy  LGIC    

Take the NOFD-LGIC from envelope 'L' and on page 3, item 9,  write in the “mailed date” that you have 
decided you can make it to the post office. 

Then photocopy the NOFD-LGIC. Staple the original NOFD-LGIC and put it into envelope “KEEP”. Then 
staple the photocopy NOFD-LGIC and put it into envelope 'L', (the envelope addressed to “Lieutenant 
Governor in Council”). 

Envelope 'L' should have in it ONLY THE PHOTOCOPY of NOFD-LGIC.
Now seal the envelope 'L' addressed to “Lieutenant Governor in Council” closed.

 47.                                             Sticker for NOFD-BCH:                                                                     

Don't leave the photocopier place, you will need to put the stickers on the originals COR, BCH, and LGIC and 
make 2 more photocopies, before you go to the post office. 

Take out the stickers from envelope “TO DO”.
Then take out the original NOFD-BCH from “KEEP”.

On the “Registration” sticker sheet for BC Hydro, 
you will find a small thin sticker containing just the
registration number and a little red tab with the letter 'R'
on its left edge. (See picture with black arrow)

Before you peel it off and stick it near the same
registration number you wrote on the top right of your 
original NOFD-BCH, know that the Post office will be
putting a stamp just below that number so don’t place it
there. If there is no room above the number, you can place the sticker vertically (See picture on far right)

Now put the original NOFD-BCH with the sticker into the “KEEP” envelope.
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 48.  Sticker for COR:  

Now take out the original COR from the envelope 'KEEP'.

That same “Registration” sticker sheet to BC Hydro 
also has another thin sticker to the right of where the first
one was. But this next one is not perforated on the top and
right sides so you will have to snip it out with scissors. Put
this sticker on your original COR near (but not below)
the same registration number you wrote on the top right,
or place it vertically if there isn’t room, like in the picture
at far right.

Now place the original COR and the BC Hydro sticker
sheet back into the envelope “KEEP”.

49.  Sticker for NOFD-LGIC:  

Take out the original NOFD-LGIC from envelope 
'KEEP'.

On the “Registration” sticker sheet for the Lieutenant
Governor in Council, you will find a small thin sticker
containing just the registration number and a little red
tab with the letter 'R' on its left edge. 
(See picture with black arrow)

Before you peel it off and stick it near the same
registration number you wrote on the top right of your  
original NOFD-LGIC, know that the Post office will be
putting a stamp just below that number so don’t place it
there. If there is no room above the number, you can place the sticker vertically (See picture on far right)

Now put the original NOFD-LGIC and its sticker sheet into the “KEEP” envelope with the other originals.

50. Make FINAL photocopies: 

Out of the envelope “TO DO”, take out the 1 page CN-BCUC,
and the  2 standard envelopes. Set the one page aside, and

photocopy the 2 standard envelopes side by side,
 (see picture at right) 
and put the photocopy of the envelopes in the envelope 'C'.

On the CN-BCUC confirmation notice, there are 2  “mailed (date)”s  that need to be filled in. 
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For both “mailed dates” on the CN-BCUC,  write in the “mailed date” that you have decided you can make it to 
the post office. 

Now make 2 photocopies and put the original CN-BCUC back in the “TO DO” envelope.

Put one of these CN-BCUC photocopies into each of the 2 standard envelopes and seal them both up. Then put 
them both into the  'C' envelope.

 51. Ready for the Post Office: 

You should now have 5 large envelopes: 

(1) 1 sealed and addressed envelope 'H' to BC Hydro;
(2) 1 sealed and addressed envelope 'L' to Lieutenant Governor In Council;
(3) 1 NOT sealed, but with 'KEEP' on the back and containing: 

(a) original  COR notice;
(b) original NOFD-BCH notice;
(c) original NOFD-LGIC notice;
(d) 2 sticker sheets; 

(4) 1 NOT sealed, but with 'C' on the back and containing: 

(a) 2 standard envelopes addressed to BCUC and yourself;
(b) 1  photocopy of the 2 standard envelopes;

(5) 1 NOT sealed, but with 'TO DO' on the back and containing: 

(a) original CN-BCUC notice; and
(b) the photocopies of the BC Hydro 'Meter Choices Program' letter/envelope.

 52.                                             AT THE POST OFFICE                                                           

Step 1, from the envelope 'C', take the two standard
envelopes,(with postage stamps on), addressed to BCUC and
yourself, and their photocopy and ask the clerk to date stamp
both envelopes on the front and then date stamp the
photocopy in the same way. (See picture at right) 

Then put the (date stamped) photocopy back in envelope 'C',
and post the 2 regular letters.
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Step 2, hand your 2 large sealed envelopes and 2 registration label sticker sheets to the Clerk, and ask her to 
charge you separately for each registered letter so you have 2 receipts. Also place the 3 original notices on the 
counter.

When the Clerk is rubber stamping the date onto your 2 envelopes, ask the Clerk to also rubber stamp your 3 
original notices directly below the registration number.

Ask the clerk to staple the receipts and sticker sheets to your original NOFD-LGIC and NOFD-BCH. 
Stamping your notices with the post office date stamps is your proof that they were mailed to BC Hydro and the
Lieutenant Governor in Council on that date.

Put your originals back in the “KEEP” envelope to take home.

 53.                              AFTER the Post Office      BACK HOME                                               

From the 'C' envelope, take the photocopy, (of the 2 envelopes), and staple it to the original signed CN-BCUC 
notice. (from 'TO DO').  Then put this and your photocopies (evidence) in your “KEEP” envelope.

Tell everyone who has access to your mail, that you will be getting a letter envelope in the next 2 days and it is 
very important to NOT open it or break the seal.

(This, along with the photocopy of the envelope to BCUC, is the private owner's proof that the CN-BCUC was 
mailed on that day.)

THESE ARE LEGAL/LAWFUL DOCUMENTS––keep them all safe and secure in a dry place.

 54.  Take a picture as evidence:  

Unless the poster can be taped on an inside window, place it into a protective clear plastic sheet to ensure it is 
not ruined by moisture. 

Now TAKE A (DATED) PICTURE (digital date) of ALL posters at your meter(s) and front door. Make prints 
(photo or laser). 

If you do not have a camera, borrow one from someone who does. If that is not possible, write and sign your own 
dated letter outlining what you did and then have a witness sign the dated note. Place the photo(s) and or dated 
and signed witnessed statement into your envelope marked “KEEP”. 

You will have to check periodically to ensure the signatures on your posters are not faded and remain readable. 
Replace the posters with new copies as required. 
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 55.  Delivery Certificate:  

In a few days. You can check delivery status online at www.canadapost.ca by entering the 'registered mail 
numbers' into the box on the website marked 'Tracking Numbers'.

Once each envelope has arrived and has been signed for, you can click onto the green tab called 'view delivery 
certificate'                                   and save as a pdf onto your computer to be printed. Do this for both envelopes.

 56.  Print for proof of delivery:  

Print a copy of the ‘delivery certificate’ and keep it with your notices as proof of delivery. If you do not own a 
printer, ask someone you know or your local library to print you a copy. Canada Post does NOT keep ‘delivery 
tracking numbers’ online permanently. If you go back and it is no longer available, you will have to contact 
Canada Post directly to have a copy mailed to you. Put the PRINTED copies in your envelope “KEEP”.

On your METER-POSTER write in the NOFD-LGIC Registered Mail delivery date.

 57.   NOD :  

Then mark on your calendar so you can check to see when BC Hydro received your COR.  30 days after BC Hydro 
receives your COR, you can complete and send them a NOD, (Notice of Default).

 If you get a phone call from BC Hydro 

If someone calls and asks: "Is this MR JOHN DOE?",
don't answer the question, instead ask, "Who's calling?"
If they are associated with BC Hydro, don't say anything at all, just hang up the phone. 
The purpose of their call is to trick you with legal words that sounds like English.

 If you get a visit from BC Hydro at your home  

Don't answer any questions, instead tell them :

1.        “Communicate by Mail.”
2. “This is Private Property and you are trespassing.”
3. “Please leave this Property immediately." 

 If you get a new letter after this from Hydro  check back at the website. www.bc-freedom.com 
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